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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two authentication types does OSPF support? (Choose two.)
A. SHA-1
B. DES

C. HMAC
D. MD5
E. plaintext
F. AES 256
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
These are the three different types of authentication supported
by OSPF.
Null Authentication-This is also called Type 0 and it means no
authentication information is included
in the packet header. It is the default.
Plain Text Authentication-This is also called Type 1 and it
uses simple clear-text passwords.
MD5 Authentication-This is also called Type 2 and it uses MD5
cryptographic passwords.
Authentication does not need to be set. However, if it is set,
all peer routers on the same segment must have the same
password and authentication method. The examples in this
document demonstrate configurations for both plain text and MD5
authentication.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/open-shortest-path
-first-ospf/13697-25.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are the benefits of using workflows? Note: There are 2
correct answers to this question.
A. Workflows enable the author to proceed to the next content
processing status without knowing the responsible contacts.
B. Workflows allow complete automation of content production
scenarios.
C. Workflows prevent standard authors from editing resources.
D. Workflows force all authoring roles to follow pre-defined
object lifecycles.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
CORRECT TEXT
Create a new named range.
Cell range C7:C29.
Name: "Homework"
Answer:
Explanation:
Use the following steps to complete this task in

Explanation:
Step 1:Click cell C7, and then Shift-click cell C29
Step 2:Click the Name box at the left end of the formula bar.
Step 3:Type: Homework. Press ENTER.
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